Note that Po,, and psi are the respective probabilities that a cell is present at an arbitrary input link and output link of the switch at the beginning of phasej. From the definition of a,, it can be seen
that a, = p,jp,,; hence, a new set of a, (0 < j 5 L) can be found this way. Once the set of a, (0 < j 5 L) converges, the throughput can be computed from ~=la,.p,i and the mean delay from C,Cor.bJ cf=ia, Po,,. Figs. 1 and 2 show the saturation throughput (at h = 1) and mean input queueing delay obtained from the above analysis and from simulation. The results shown are for F = 32, but the throughput is generally not sensitive to F except when F is very small, and the mean delay is also not sensitive to F except when the switch operates beyond the saturation point.
Conclusions: A mathematical model of an ATM switch is reported. Numerical results show that it gives a slight over-estimation of the switch throughput and mean delay. This is expected as there is a higher chance of a blocked cell being blocked again in a later phase, but this is ignored in the analysis. This approach can be extended to take such correlation into consideration and some promising results have already been obtained [4] . Turbo codes represent a more recent proposal in the coding research field [2] , which has given rise to great interest in the coding community. They are parallel concatenated convolutional codes (PCCCs) in which the encoder is formed by two (or more) constituent systematic encoders joined through an interleaver. The input information bits feed the first encoder and, after having been interleaved by the interleaver, enter the second encoder. The codeword of the parallel concatenated code consists of the input bits to the first encoder followed by the parity check bits of both encoders.
The suboptimal iterative decoder is modular, and consists of a number of equal component blocks formed by concatenating the decoders of the constituent codes (CCs) separated by the interleavers used at the encoder side. Each decoder outputs weighted soft decoding of the input sequence. By increasing the number of decoding modules, and thus the number of decoding iterations, bit error probabilities as low as lW at EJNn = OdB have been shown by simulation [4] . Parallel concatenated convolutional codes yield very large coding gains (10 -1ldB) at the expense of a data rate reduction, or bandwidth increase. Typically, they have been proposed for rates not higher than 112.
Thus it seems worthwhile to merge TCM and PCCCs to obtain large coding gains and high bandwidth efficiency. A first attempt employing the so-called 'pragmatic' approach to TCM was described in [3] .
In this Letter, we propose a new solution to parallel concatenation of trellis codes (PCTCM) with multilevel amplitude1phase modulations and a suitable bit-by-bit iterative decoding structure. The performances of the new codes are within 1dB of the Shannon limit at bit error probabilities of le6, and outperform all codes previously reported for the same throughput.
Parallel concatenated trellis coded modulation: A pragmatic approach for turbo codes with multilevel modulation was proposed in [3] . Here we propose a different approach that outperforms the results in [3] when MPSK or MQAM modulation is used. A straightforward method for using parallel concatenated codes with multilevel modulation is first to select a rate b/b+l constituent code where the outputs are mapped to a 2b+'-level modulation based on Ungerboeck QAM signal set, and the b + I outputs of the second component code to the 2b+l quadrature levels (Q-channel). The throughput of this system is b bithiHz This approach requires more levels of modulation than conventional TCM, which is undesirable in practice. Moreover, the input information sequences are used twice in the output modulation symbols, which is also undesirable.
An obvious remedy would be to puncture the output symbols of each trellis code and select the puncturing pattern such that the output symbols of the parallel concatenated code contain the input information only once. If the output symbols of the first encoder are punctured uniformly, the puncturing pattern of the second trellis code is non-uniform and depends on the particular choice of interleaver. In this way, e.g. for 2b+1-PSK, a throughput b can be achieved. This solution has two drawbacks: first, it complicates the encoder and decoder, and secondly, the reliability of the punctured symbols may not be fully reproducible at the decoder.
An alternative solution, for b/b+l (b even), is to select the b/2 systematic outputs and puncture the rest of the systematic outputs, but keep the parity bit of the b/b+l code: (Note that the b/b+l may have already been obtained by puncturing a rate 1/2 code). Then repeat the procedure for the second constituent code but select only those systematic bits which were punctured in the first encoder.
This method requires at least two interleavers: the first interleaver permutes the bits selected by the first encoder and the second interleaver permutes those punctured by the first encoder. For MPSK (or MQAM) we can use 2' +Oi Z PSK symbols (or 21+b'2 QAM symbols) per encoder and achieve throughput bi2. For MQAM we can also use 21+bj2 levels in the I-channel and 2I+Oi 2 levels in the Qchannel, and achieve a throughput of b bit/s/Hz. Extension to odd values of b is straightforward.
This method is equivalent to a multi-dimensional trellis coded modulation scheme (in this case, two multi-level symbols per branch) which uses 2Ol2 x 2I+Oi2 symbols per branch, where the first symbol in the branch (which only depends on uncoded information) is punctured. In this way, the reliability of the punctured symbols is fully reproducible at the decoder. To optimise the PCTCM code, the constituent codes for a given modulation should be redesigned and based on the Euclidean distance. This is left to further research. In this Letter, we give two examples of application, using 8PSK and 16QAM constellations and Gray code mapping. Note that this may result in suboptimum constituent codes for multi-level modulation.
In the first code b = 2, and 8PSK modulation in connection with two 16-state, rate 415 codes and four interleavers of size 4096 designed as before is employed. The structure of the PCTCM with SPSK and two clock cycle trellis termination is shown in Fig. 1 .
To obtain the bit error probability performance, we simulated the iterative decoding structure for two codes discussed in [5] where the MAP algorithm is extended from bits to symbols. The bit error probability performance of this code is shown in Fig. 2 for two values of the number m of iterations. The required signal-to-noise ratio to obtain a bit error probability of 1V6 with 5 iterations is 3.7dB. This yields a coding gain with respect to uncoded 4PSK of 7dB, which outperforms the result of [3] by 1dB and is only 0.8dB from the Shannon limit. In the second code we propose b = 2. It employs a 16QAM modulation in connection with two 16-state, rate 213 constitue
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codes and two interleavers of size 16384bits designed according to the procedure described in [4] with parameters S = 40 and S = 32. The structure of the PCTCM with 16QAM and two clock cycle trellis termination is shown in Fig. 3 .
The bit error probability performance of this code is shown in Fig. 4 for several values of the number rn of iterations. These results outperform those obtained with 8-PSK constellations, and are 0.9dB from the Shannon limit for a bit error probability of 1v5. M, rn = 0, 1, ..., M-1) is the nth signal phase, T is the symbol duration, 0 is the unknown carrier phase, and w, is the zero-mean complex Gaussian noise with variance 2N01T (No is the one-sided power spectrum density of the AWGN). Aqn = $n++l represents the nth transmitted log&-bit data. Assume that the N-symbol sequence A$ = {A$N, ..., A+*, AQI} is transmitted. In RSVDD, the transmitted sequence is recursively estimated by applying M-state VA; the trellis state at time nT is represented by A $ = {2mrdM, rn = 0, 1, ..., M-l}. The branch metric for the state transition from A $ n-, to A $ i l is given by qn = Re[r&+ j A $ is the phase reference at state A @ n-i which is estmated along the surviving path ending in state A $ ,,+,, p (0 5 p 5 1) is the forgetting factor, and = r,. At each state A @ n, there are M path extensions from the A 6 n-l states. For selecting the surviving path ending in each state A $ n, the standard add-compare-select (ACS) operation is performed in the Viterbi decoder (for a detailed description of the RSVDD algorithm, refer to [3]). As p increases, more signal samples are involved in estimating the phase reference; hence the resulted phase reference becomes more reliable.
In the following, we will employ the union bound analysis used in [l] . Without loss of generality, we assume A$ = 0. Let A $ be the incorrect sequence. RSVDD is a simplified realisation of MLDD [l] . It is shown in [I] that for the AWGN channel, an accurate estimate of the BER can be obtained by considering only the set of dominant error events. Assuming a long transmitted sequence, we can neglect the effect of error events at the beginning and ending of the sequence, so double symbol errors are the dominant error events (this is equivalent to the situation of cases 3 and 4 of [l] ). In the analysis, therefore, we consider the incorrect sequence A$ having N-2 elements equal to the correct sequence and two consecutive elements with the smallest errors, i.e., (A$,+,, A$J = (+2dM, -27dM) or (-2dM, +2dM) . This incorrect sequence is selected if fi = C,k=.: f i n is larger than q = C,k=;2 qn, where 4 and qn are, respectively, the branch metrics associated with incorrect and correct sequences. The probability of 4 1 q is referred to as the 'pairwise error probability'. Since the painvise error probability is the same for all k except for small k values when N is very large, the BER can be approximately upper bounded by ,*(A 6 -,,I exp -,A $ where L l ( A 6 n -l ) = U~-~+PC+~(A 4 ny2) ~X P (1) A tight upper bound of bit error rate (BER) is derived for approximate maximum likelihood differential detection @D) implemented by the reduced state Viterbi algorithm (VA) known as RSVDD. The BER performance of RSVDD is compared with Viterbi DD (VDD) for M-ary DPSK in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels.
Introduction:
Recently, there has been considerable interest in maximum likelihood differential detection (MLDD) of M-ary DPSK signals in AWGN channels [l] . To reduce the complexity and estimate the transmitted symbol sequence recursively, approximate MLDD using the VA was proposed in [2] . This detection scheme will be referred to as VDD here. The branch metric is computed from consecutive L+l received signal samples and the transmitted sequence is recursively estimated using ML-I state VA. As L increases, the performance approaches that of coherent detection with differential decoding (CD); however, the computational complexity increases exponentially and thus, the use of large L is not practical. Recently, an approximate MLDD scheme (called RSVDD here) using the reduced-state Viterbi algorithm was proposed in [3] . Decision feedback is incorporated into the structure of metric computations to reduce the number of states in the trellis. In [3], the RSVDD algorithm was described, and its BER performance in AWGN channels was evaluated by computer simulation. The aim of this Letter is to give a theoretical basis to RSVDD. A tight upper bound of BER for AWGN channels is derived. Substituting eqn. 4 into eqn. 1 allows us to compute the approxireceived via an AWGN channel. We assume that the transmit and mate BER upper bound. At the limit of high EJN, (= (EJNo)l receive filters are square-root Nyquist filters and assume perfect log2M), we can apply [5 (eqns. 5 and 6)] to obtain
